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acceptance, engagement. See engagement 
acceptance

acceptance, in sample, 268
access, to documentation, 29–33, 729
accountants

referencing work of other, 921–922
responsibilities of, for Securities Act  

of 1933 filings, 644
standards used by, in international  

reporting, 949
accounting and review engagements. See 

Statements on Standards for Accounting 
and Review Services

accounting estimates, 281–293
changes in, 517, 518
disclosures related to, 291
fraud consideration and biases in, 47
illustrations, 291
material, 287–288
qualitative aspects, 76–77
reasonableness of, 287
requirements, 282–290, 292–293
risk assessment procedures, 282–290, 292–293
scope of, 281
testing entity’s, 289

accounting policies, 76, 100
accounting practices, qualitative aspects of, 76–77
accounting principle, 42, 516–517
accounting records, 299, 474–476
accounts receivable

agreed- upon procedures report on,  
730–733, 800–802

external confirmations of, 221–223, 227–232
accruals, income tax, 178–179
acknowledgment letters, 238–240
activity- level control testing, 143
activity ratios, 244–245
address, auditor’s, 452
addressees

auditor’s report, 411–412, 449, 455
of letters for underwriters, 609

addressing, of representation letters, 342
adequacy, legal opinions, 402–403
adjustment events, 312
adjustments

addressing fraud risk with, 43

fraudulent, identifying, 58–59
subsequent events requiring, 311

administrative offices, visits to, 110–112
adverse conclusions, 945–946
adverse opinions

in ERISA plan audits, 473–474
on internal control over financial reporting, 

703–704
as modifications, 487–489
on prospective financial statements, 817
in summary financial statement reporting, 

582–584
on supplementary information, 530, 531

aged schedules of accounts receivable, 222
aggregation of misstatements, 258
agreed- upon procedures engagements, 789–805

adding specified parties to, 797
communication with engagement  

partners, 797
compliance attestation, 836, 841–844
documentation, 797–798
illustrations, 799–805, 843–844
independence in, 790
internal auditors in, 794
interpretations, 798–799
knowledge of matters outside procedures, 797
practitioner’s specialist in, 794
preconditions, 790–791, 809, 841
procedures, 793–794
prospective financial information, 808, 809, 

818–820
reporting, 795–796, 799–805, 818–820, 

842–844
requirements, 790–799, 841–843
restrictions on performance of  

procedures, 796
scope of, 790
specified parties, 842
terms of, 791–793
written representations in, 794–795

agreed- upon procedures report, 729–735,  
795–796, 799–805

in attestation engagements, 720
on cash and accounts receivable, 730–733
for claims of creditors, 733–734
for compliance attestation, 842–844
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agreed- upon procedures report (continued)
on prospective financial information, 818–820
for regulation specified procedures, 734–735
for statement of investment performance 

statistics, 729–730
agreements

with auditor’s specialists, 399
contractual. See contractual agreement 

compliance
debt and loan, 326

AICPA. See American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants

AICPA interpretations
agreed- upon procedures engagements, 798–799
attestation engagements, 728–729
audit documentation, 29–30
audit evidence, 178–179
auditor’s specialists, 401–404
communication about internal controls, 83–84
examination engagements, 754
financial statement elements, 556
group financial statements, 365–366
reporting on financial statements, 413–414
single financial statements, 556
supplementary information, 528

alerts that restrict use of written communication. 
See restricted- use reports

alternate wording, in letters for underwriters, 
632–638, 641–642

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(AICPA)

financial reporting framework for small-  and 
medium- sized entities, 900–902

interpretations by. See AICPA interpretations
amount of individual items, in sample, 267
analytical procedures, 241–253

with common- size financial statements, 
246–248

documentation of, 250–251
in examination engagements, 744
in financial statement reviews, 912, 932
fraud considerations, 39, 48–49
going concern considerations, 326
illustrations, 251–253
for industry comparisons, 243
in interim financial information reviews, 654
national economic comparisons, 243
in overall reviews, 249–250
permanent file for, 251
ratios, 244–246
requirements, 242–251

in review engagements, 777
scope of, 241
substantive tests, 248–249
trends, 245–246
usage of, 242
variance, 246

annual reports
MD&A in, 866
other information sections of, 523

antifraud programs and controls, 53–54
applicable financial reporting frameworks

consideration of, 916
departures from, 676, 889
reporting on application of. See financial 

reporting framework application reporting
separate sections required by, 676

application controls, test design, 143
appreciation, unrealized, 191
appropriateness

of audit evidence, 5, 137
of financial reporting framework, 650
of supplementary information, 527

assertion- level risks, 107
assertions. See also written assertions

completeness, 188, 193–194
in examination engagements, 756–757
existence, 193
of isolation criterion, 401–404
in litigation, claims, and assessments involving 

the entity, 207
by management, 401–404, 757
occurrence, 193
in review reports, 785–786
securities and derivatives- related, 183–184, 188, 

193–194
supporting evidence for, 150–160

assessed risks
audit procedures related to, 131–160
of material misstatement, 284–285
in overall responses, 132
procedural performance in response to. See 

audit procedures
assessments (generally)

inquiries concerning, 656
of internal auditors, 386–387
of risk. See risk assessments
of written representations, 748, 779

assessments involving the entity
audit evidence, 205–214
illustrations, 212–214
requirements, 205–212
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asset- backed securitizations, due diligence related 
to, 798–799

assets
disposal plans for, 328–329
misappropriation of, 45–48, 57–58

association, with auditor, 579
assumptions

about supplementary information, 527
internal consistency of, 331–332
propriety of, 833
significant, 290

assurance
in auditor’s reports, 569
negative, 625–627
reasonable, 837
requests for, 568

attestation engagements, 718–735. See also  
specific types

in accordance with Government Auditing 
Standards, 754

agreed- upon procedures reports, 729–735
assignment of team and practitioner’s 

specialists, 727
AT- C compliance for, 725
change in terms for, 726
documentation, 727–728
illustrations, 729–735
interpretations, 728–729
performance requirements for, 719–720
preconditions, 725–726
professional requirements of, 725
professional skepticism and judgment  

in, 728
purpose and premise of, 718
quality control in, 725, 728
reports for, 718, 725
requirements, 724–728
responsibilities in, 718–719
scope of, 722–724
use of others work in, 727
written assertions, 722–724

attestation standards, 718, 725, 728–729.  
See also Clarified Statements on 
Standards for Attestation Engagements 
(AT- C)

attorneys, refusal of response by, 210
attribute sampling, 261–266
AU- C. See Clarified Statements on Auditing 

Standards
audit committees, communications with,  

292–293

audit documentation, 23–34. See also 
documentation

deficiencies in, 29
form, content and extent of, 24–26
illustrations, 30–34
importance of omitted procedures from,  

356, 357
by internal auditors, 390–391
interpretations, 29–30
ownership and confidentiality of, 26
preparation of, 27–28
and quality control, 21
quality of, 28–29
requirements, 24–29
scope of, 23
standardization of, 26–27
in subsequent periods, 357

audit engagements. See engagements
audit evidence, 175–215

appropriateness of, 5, 137
for auditor of participating employers in 

government or governmental agent 
multiple- employer pension plans, 179

automated tool use, 178
for compliance audit, 680–681
for group financial statement audit, 371–373
illustrations, 193–194, 200–205, 212–214
inability to obtain, 178–179, 479–480, 489–495
from internal auditors, 386–387
interpretations, 178–179
for inventory observation, 195–205
of investments in securities and derivatives, 

182–194
legal interpretations as, 401–404
for litigation, claims, and assessments involving 

the entity, 205–214
management’s specialist use, 215
obtaining, 177
relevance and reliability, 176–177
requirements, 176–178, 182–192, 195–200, 

205–212, 214–215
scope of, 175, 182
for segment reporting, 214–215
sources of information, 177–178
specific considerations for selected items, 

181–215
sufficiency of, 137, 177, 474–476, 479–480, 

489–495
in support of management’s assessment, 688
in support of specific assertions, 150–160

audit of ICFR. See integrated audits of ICFR
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audit personnel, discussing omitted procedures 
with, 356

audit planning, 89–94. See also planning
audit strategy development, 92–94
documentation, 92
materiality judgments in, 127–128
misstatement accumulation, 170
preliminary engagement activities, 89–92
requirements, 89–94
scope of, 89

audit plans, 90–91
audit procedures, 131–160. See also analytical 

procedures; substantive procedures
adjusting, to address fraud risk, 43
in assessed risk investigations, 131–160
for compliance engagements, 678
designing, 139–141
designing further procedures, 133
documentation of, 137
for ERISA plan audits, 445–446, 452–455
for external confirmations, 225
going concern considerations, 325–326
for going concern evaluations, 327–332
interim date testing, 138
for internal auditors, 388
internal control operating effectiveness, 

141–145
legal and regulatory considerations, 67–68
misstatements detected at interim dates, 

138–139
omitted. See omitted procedures
for other than inquiry of lawyers,  

206–207
with outside inventory- taking firm, 200
overall responses, 132
of predecessor auditors, 317–318
predictability of, 42
requirements, 132–160
scope of, 131
with small/nonpublic clients, 344–345
source list of procedures or evidential matter, 

152–161
for subsequent events, 311–313
for subsequently discovered facts,  

314, 316–317
substantive procedures, 135–136
sufficiency and appropriateness of audit 

evidence, 137
for supplementary information, 526–527
test types, 146–151
tests of controls, 133–135

audit program
for physical inventory observation, 198–200
for review service auditor’s report, 166–168

audit risk, 5, 126–127
audit risk model, 97–98
audit sampling, 255–279. See also sampling

balance sheet and income statement, 258
confidence limits, 273–279
dollar value evaluation, 275–276
equal- probability, 274–279
for items examined 100%, 256
misstatements, 258
nonsampling techniques, 258–259
nonstatistical techniques, 259–269
other audit tests vs., 258–259
qualitative aspects, 258
requirements, 256–258
sample selection, 257, 260–261
sample size calculations, 270–273
scope of, 255
statistical techniques, 270–279
stratification, 257
for substantive tests, 257, 266–269,  

273–274
for tests of controls, 258, 261–266
unexamined items, 257

audit strategy
developing, 92–94
overall, 90, 92

audit team, risk assessment discussion with, 
99–100

audit tests, audit sampling vs. other, 258–259
audited financial statements

interim financial information accompanying, 
663–664

subsequent events and subsequently discovered 
facts in, 646

auditing publications, other, 6
auditor association, 579
auditor(s)

communication by. See communication
component. See component auditors
discovery of claims by, 207
Exempt Offering Documents involvement by, 

713–715
going concern evaluation by, 327
independent. See independent auditors
internal. See internal auditors
inventory- related restrictions on, 200
legal and regulatory considerations for, 66
outside inventory- taking firm procedures, 200
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of participating employers in governmental or 
governmental agent multiple- employer 
pension plans, 179

predecessor. See predecessor auditors
relationship of, with small nonpublic clients, 

344–345
review of service auditor’s report by, 166–168
Securities Act of 1933 filings, 645–646
service, 164–168
successor, 238–240, 670–671
using work of other, 662, 689

auditor’s objectives, of independent auditors, 2
auditor’s reports. See also reporting

assurance given in, 569
on contractual/regulatory compliance,  

568–569
effects of, on going concern, 333–334
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs in, 631–632
ERISA plan audits, 449–452, 455–459, 

464–476
group financial statement audits, 371–379
from independent auditors. See independent 

auditor’s reports
from integrated audits of ICFR, 701–710
interim financial information reviews

illustrations, 666–672
modifications, 673–674
requirements, 660–663
separate sections, 674–676

key audit matters communicated in, 434–439
legal and regulatory considerations in, 69–70
other information sections of, 523
with reporting frameworks generally accepted in 

another country, 595
restricted- use. See restricted- use reports
single financial statements and specific 

elements, 555–556
specialists’ work in, 400
standard. See standard reports
for summary financial statement reporting, 

577–578
supplementary information in, 526, 529–530

auditor’s responsibilities
for component auditors in group statement 

audits, 364–365
in consideration of fraud, 37
in ERISA plan audits, 450–451, 457–458
for going concern considerations, 325, 540
regarding laws/regulations, 66
for related- party transaction, 296–297
in standard auditor’s report, 410–411

auditor’s specialists, 397–406. See also 
practitioner’s specialists

accounting estimates from, 286
agreement with, 399
CPA firm employees, 401
evaluating findings of, 400
extent of involvement, 91
illustrations, 404–406
interpretations, 401–404
planning for use of, 91
qualifications, 398–399
in reports, 400
requirements, 398–401
scope of, 397–398
on securities and derivatives, 192
understanding work of, 399
uses, 397–398

automated controls, 700
automated tools, evidence from, 178
availability

of collateral, 329
of data for analytical procedures, 249
of debt financing, 329
of supplementary information, 526

avoidance, of unacceptable attorney  
response, 210 

balance sheets, audit sampling, 258
base, determining, 128
basic reports, for compilation engagements, 

887–888
basis for opinions, 409, 449–450, 456
basis of accounting

cash, 542–543
contractual, 549–551
regulatory, 545–549
for special purpose financial statements, 

541–551
for summary financial statement  

reporting, 578
tax, 543–545, 897–899, 901, 935–937,  

941–942
basis risk, 183–184
benchmarks, materiality, 129
biases, accounting estimate, 47
block sampling, 260
boards of directors, lawyers on, 210–211
borrowing, going concern considerations and, 

329–330
business, of clients, 109–113
business risk, 100
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capsule financial information, 613, 632–634
cash, agreed- upon procedures report on, 730–733, 

800–802
cash basis of accounting, 542–543
cash flow statements

compilation engagement with omission of, 
895–897

disclaimer of opinion on, 497–499
cash flows

changes in presentation of, 517
disclaimer of opinion on, 235–237

certified public accounting (CPA) firms, 401
changes

in accounting estimate, 517, 518
in accounting principle, 516–517
in cash flow presentation, 517
in circumstances, 809
in classifications, 518
in engagement arrangements/terms, 11, 726, 

910–911
in engagement type, 910–911
in letters for underwriters, 614
of opinion, 412–413. See also opinion 

modifications
in reporting entity, 517
in scope, 847

claims
audit evidence, 205–214
creditors’, 733–734, 802–804
illustrations, 212–214
inquiries concerning, 656
requirements, 205–212

Clarified Statements on Auditing Standards (AU- C)
AU- C 200, 1–6
AU- C 210, 7–14
AU- C 220, 15–21
AU- C 230, 23–34
AU- C 240, 35–63
AU- C 250, 65–70
AU- C 260, 71–77
AU- C 265, 79–87
AU- C 300, 89–94
AU- C 315, 95–123
AU- C 320, 125–129
AU- C 330, 131–160, 218
AU- C 402, 161–168
AU- C 450, 169–173
AU- C 500, 175–179
AU- C 501, 181–215
AU- C 505, 217–232
AU- C 510, 233–240

AU- C 520, 241–253
AU- C 530, 255–279
AU- C 540, 281–293
AU- C 550, 295–307
AU- C 560, 309–321
AU- C 570, 323–338
AU- C 580, 339–352
AU- C 585, 353–357
AU- C 600, 359–381
AU- C 610, 383–395
AU- C 620, 397–406
AU- C 700, 407–431
AU- C 701, 433–439
AU- C 703, 441–476
AU- C 705, 477–499
AU- C 706, 501–513
AU- C 708, 515–518
AU- C 720, 519–523
AU- C 725, 525–531
AU- C 730, 533–538
AU- C 800, 539–551
AU- C 805, 553–566
AU- C 806, 567–574
AU- C 810, 575–584
AU- C 905, 585–591
AU- C 910, 593–598
AU- C 915, 599–604
AU- C 920, 605–642
AU- C 925, 643–647
AU- C 930, 649–676
AU- C 935, 677–686
AU- C 940, 687–712
AU- C 945, 713–715
in compliance audits, 678, 684–685

Clarified Statements on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements (AT- C)

AT- C 105, 721–735
AT- C 205, 737–760
AT- C 206, 761–770
AT- C 210, 771–787
AT- C 215, 789–805
AT- C 305, 807–820
AT- C 310, 821–834
AT- C 315, 835–844
AT- C 320, 845–860
AT- C 701, 861–867
AT- C Preface, 717–720
organization, 717–718
structure, 718

client assertions, in litigation, claims and 
assessments involving the entity, 207
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client representation, about interim financial 
information review, 662–663

clients. See also entity and environment, 
understanding; public companies

audit documentation preparation by, 28
auditor’s reports for entities not, 411
business of, 109–113
changes in lawyer for, 209
continuing relationships with, 18, 872–873, 879, 

884–885, 909, 958–960
going concern considerations for. See going 

concern considerations
meeting minutes of, 313
nonpublic, 344–345, 355
service organization use by. See entities using 

service organizations
significant risks related to, 106
understanding with

in compilation engagements, 885–886
in financial statement reviews, 910–911
in interim financial information reviews, 

650–651
without lawyers, 207

collateral, 285, 329
combination tests of internal controls, 142
combined communications, restricted- use  

reports in, 587
combined reports

on compliance and internal controls,  
682, 685–686

from integrated audits of ICFR, 708–710
comfort letters. See also underwriters, letters for

for 1933 Act offerings, 618–620
dating of, 609
drafts of, 607–608
format and contents of, 608–611
with information not in audited financial 

statements, 612–616
for non- 1933 Act offerings, 620–622

committed arrangements, debt, 330
common- size financial statements, 246–248
communication(s)

on accounting estimates, 292–293
with audit committees, 292–293
audit planning, 90–91, 93
on deficiencies in internal control, 695–696, 

710–711
emphasis- of- matter/other- matter paragraphs in, 

503
with engagement partners, 797
on ERISA plan audits, 445

in examination engagements, 746, 753
external, 70
on fraud, 50–53
in group financial statement audits, 364
in integrated audits of ICFR, 710–711
interim, 84
of interim financial information, 659–660
internal, 69
on internal control matters. See internal 

control(s), communication
on key audit matters. See key audit matters 

(KAMs), communication
on legal and regulatory considerations, 69, 70
on material weaknesses, 695–696, 710–711
on misstatements, 170–171
oral, 29, 218, 660
with responsible parties, 746
in review engagements, 784, 911
on service organization controls, 858
with those charged with governance. See those 

charged with governance, communication 
with

for understanding entity, 113
with underwriters, 607. See also underwriters, 

letters for
written, 30–33, 710–711

comparative financial statements
auditor’s reports on

communication of key audit matters, 
417–419

following PCAOB standards, 428–431
GAAS- compliant, 421–424, 428–431
by nonregistered firm, 430–431
by registered firm, 428–430
reissuance of predecessor’s report, 413
requirements, 412–413
for US GAAP- compliant statements, 

415–419, 421–424, 428–431
compilation reports on, 900–903
ERISA plan audit reports on, 452–454
review reports on, 939–940, 943–945
summarized information from prior- year, 

424–428
comparative interim financial information, 

669–670
competence, internal auditors’, 386–387
compilation engagements, 883–904

acceptance and continuance of, 884–885
change in engagement to, 891
checklist for, 892–893
with comparative financial statements, 900–903
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compilation engagements (continued)
documentation of, 887
engagement letters for, 893–899
establishing an understanding, 885–886
ethics and independence in, 884
illustrations, 892–904
objectives and limitations of, 883–884
performance requirements, 886
pro forma financial information in. See pro 

forma financial information, compilation
reporting on, 887–891
requirements, 884–893
scope of, 883
supplementary information in, 903–904

compilation reports, 887–891
basic report, 887–888
on comparative financial statements, 900–903
on departures from financial reporting 

frameworks, 889
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs in, 889
on going concern considerations, 890
illustrations, 899–904
international reporting, 951–953
with lack of independence, 884, 895–897
on pro forma financial information, 961–962
restrictions on, 889–890
special purpose frameworks in, 888–889
with substantially all disclosures omitted, 888
supplementary information in, 890–891, 

903–904
completeness

of information in written representations, 341
of interim financial information, 658
of supplementary information, 527

completeness assertions, for derivatives, 188, 
193–194

complexity, calculation, 106
compliance. See also noncompliance

with AT- C sections, 725
attestation engagements on. See compliance 

attestation
with contractual agreements. See contractual 

agreement compliance
with financial reporting frameworks. See 

financial reporting framework application 
reporting

with foreign auditing standards, 594
internal controls over, 682–683, 685–686
with pro forma bases, 626–627
with regulatory requirements. See regulatory 

requirements (regulations), compliance

with Rule 11- 02 of Regulation S- X, 625–626
with SEC requirements, 611
sources of information on, 678
unresolved doubts about, 925

compliance attestation, 835–844
agreed- upon procedures engagements for, 836, 

841–844
examination engagements for, 836–840
illustrations, 840–841, 843–844
requirements, 836–843
scope of, 835–836

compliance audits, 677–686
combined reports in, 685–686
communicating deficiencies/weaknesses prior 

to, 83–84
documentation of, 683
illustrations, 684–686
management’s responsibilities for, 679
material noncompliance risks in, 681
procedures, 678
process flow for, 679–681
reissuance of reports in, 683
requirements, 678–683
scope of, 677
sources of information on, 678

compliance reports
combined, 683–685
reissuance of, 683
requirements, 681–683

component auditors
assuming responsibility for work of, 364–365
auditor’s reports referencing, 373–379
confirmation letters for, 379–380
in group financial statement audits, 362–363, 

366, 373–379
integrated audit reports referencing, 706–707
in interim financial information review reports, 

670–671
review reports on work from, 944–945

component financial statement audits, 373–379
component(s)

engagement team’s understanding of, 367–368
identifying, 361–362
integrated audits of ICFR for, 699
significant, 670–671, 944–945

concluding paragraphs, letters for underwriters, 
616

conclusions
in financial statement reviews, 916–917, 

945–946
on going concern considerations, 333
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in initial engagements, 234–235
overall, 250
on pro forma financial information, 828–832
in review engagements, 780, 785–787
from tests of control, 266
types of, 916–917

condensed comparative interim financial 
information, 669–670

confidence levels, sampling, 144
confidence limits

calculation of, 274–279
in statistical sampling, 273–279

confidentiality, of audit documentation, 26
confirmation checklists, external confirmations, 

226–229
confirmation letters, component auditor, 379–380
confirmation worksheet, 232
confirmation(s)

external. See external confirmations
of financial support, 326
of inventories, 204–205

consignment, 204
consistency

of assumptions, 331–332
of financial statements, 515–518
material, 583–584

consolidated financial statements, review reports 
on, 944–945

consolidation process, understanding of, 367–368
consultation, with engagement team, 19
contingencies, audit evidence, 205–206
continuance of client relationships

in compilation engagements, 884–885, 958–960
for financial statement preparation, 879
in GAAS- compliant engagements, 18
in review engagements, 909
in SSARS- compliant engagements, 872–873

continuing clients, business of, 112–113
continuing engagements

compilation engagements as, 884–885
compilation of pro forma financial information 

in, 958–960
direct examination engagement as, 763–764
financial statement reviews as, 909
group financial statement audits as, 362
preparation engagements as, 879
SSARS, 872–873

contractual agreement compliance, 567–574
assurance in, 568, 569
illustrations, 570–574
requirements, 568–569

restricted- use reports on, 590–591
scope of, 567
separate reports on, 568–569

contractual basis of accounting, 549–551
control activities, understanding, 105
control design, 84–85, 146–147
control environment, 103, 690–691
control objectives, 121–123
control risk

improperly assessing, 96
in interim date testing, 138–139
securities and derivatives investment assertions 

on, 184–185
control(s). See also internal control(s); quality 

control; tests of controls
antifraud, 53–54
application, 143
automated, 700
entity- level, 690
of external confirmation requests, 223–224
group- wide, 367
processes vs., 147
at service organizations. See service 

organization controls
convenience- timed tests, 138
coordination

of interim financial information reviews, 657
of internal auditors’ work, 388
with required supplementary information, 534

copies, of documentation, 29–30, 729
correction, misstatement, 170–171
counting method for inventory, 197
CPA (certified public accounting) firms, 401
credit risk, 183
creditors, claims of, 733–734, 802–804
criteria

isolation, 401–404
for review engagements, 780
suitable, 848–849 

data
national economic, 243
reliability and availability of, 249

data testing, by auditor’s specialists, 400
dates and dating

of auditor’s report, 314
of comfort letters, 609
dual, 314
effective date, 210
of ERISA plan auditor’s report, 452, 458
interim date, 138–139, 660, 830–832
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dates and dating (continued)
of inventory, 197
report release date. See report release date
of representation letters, 342

debt agreements, 326
debt financing, 329
debt restructuring, 329–330
debtors, confirmations with, 225
deficiency(- ies)

audit documentation, 29
internal control, 80–81
internal control design, 84–85
internal control over financial reporting, 

693–694, 710–711
severity of, 80
significant, 83–86, 660

defined benefit pension plans, 466–467
defined contribution retirement plans, 464–466, 

468–476
delays

expenditure, 330
financial statement, 211, 335

delivery, of external confirmation requests, 225
departures (from financial reporting frameworks), 

26
in compilation engagements, 889, 903, 904
in financial statement reviews, 943–944
in interim financial information reviews, 

673–674
material departures, 535, 537, 924
modifications of opinion with, 676
SEC requirements, 632
for supplementary information, 904
US GAAP, 903, 943–944

depreciation, unrealized, 191
derivative instruments

audit design for, 187
audit evidence of investments, 182–194
completeness assertion for, 188
control identification and testing for, 187
control risks with, 184–185
illustrations, 193–194
inherent risks with, 183–184
risk assessment in audit planning for, 183
and service organizations, 185–187
special skills required in audits of, 192
substantive procedures for, 188
unrealized appreciation/depreciation  

for, 191
valuation of, 188–191

detection risk, 126–127, 273

deviation rates
calculating, 265
lower limit factors for, 263–264
upper limit factors for, 262–263

deviations
qualitative aspects of, 265
sample sizes with expected, 271–272
in service organization controls, 850–851

differences of opinion, 20
direct assistance

in examination engagements, 746
from internal auditors, 388–389

direct examination engagements, 761–770
acceptance and continuance of, 763–764
illustrations, 767–770
reporting, 766–770
requirements, 762–767
scope of, 762
terms of, 764
written representations in, 765–767

direct examination reports, 766–770
direction, of engagement teams, 18–19
disclaimers of opinions

in ERISA plan audit reports, 474–476
in examination reports, 760
in initial engagement reports, 235–237
on internal controls over financial reporting, 

704–706
as modifications of opinions, 479, 491–495, 

497–499
on pro forma financial information, 833–834
on prospective financial statements, 817
in reports on compliance, 572
with supplementary information, 530, 531

disclosures. See also reporting
accounting estimates, 292
going concern considerations, 334
inadequate, 334, 485–487, 674
in integrated audits of ICFR, 691
management representations, 658–659
modification of opinions due to, 481–482
omitted, compilation reports with, 888, 

895–897, 901, 902
qualitative, 481
related party, 296–297
Securities Act of 1933 filings, 647
subsequent events, 311
subsequently discovered facts, 317
testing of, 289
US GAAP departures, 943–944
written representations, 341–342
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discovery sampling, 270–271
disposal, asset, 328–329
distribution, restricted- use reports, 586
document examination, for related party 

identification, 300
documentation. See also audit documentation

access to, 29–33, 729
accounting estimates, 293
agreed- upon procedures engagements,  

797–798
analytical procedures, 250–251
application of financial reporting framework, 

603
attestation engagements, 727–729
audit procedures, 137
of communications, 75
compilation engagements, 887
for compilation of pro forma financial 

information, 960
compliance audits, 683
ERISA plan audits, 445
examination engagements, 753–754
financial statement preparation, 880
financial statement reviews, 925–926
fraud potential, 53
going concern considerations, 335
group financial statement audits, 365
interim financial information, 664
internal audit usage, 390–391
internal control tests, 141
key audit matters communication, 439
legal and regulatory considerations, 70
materiality, 129
misstatement, 172–173
nonstatistical sampling procedures, 266
other information, 522
related to planning the audit, 92
report release date, 26
review engagements, 784–785
risk identification and understanding of entity, 

108
significant findings, 25
substantive tests, 269

dollar value evaluation, 275–276
doubt

about compliance, 925
about going concern considerations, 333, 664
about reliability of evidence, 176–177
about reliability of written representations, 343
about required supplementary information, 535, 

537–538

in internal financial information reviews, 
675–676

substantial, 333, 664, 675–676
unresolved, 535, 537–538, 925

draft Form 5500 filing, 448–449
drafts, comfort letter, 607–608
dual dating, of auditor’s reports, 314
due diligence services, from third parties, 798–799 

economic dependence, 299–300
economic issues, of entity, 108–109
effective date, 210
effectiveness

of internal auditors, 390
operating, 141–145, 850
of service organization controls, 850

electronic confirmations, 219
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs, 501–513

communication about, 503
in compilation reports, 889
in financial statement reviews, 918
illustrations, 504–508, 511–513
in letters for underwriters, 631–632
requirements, 502, 503
scope of, 501

employee benefit plans, financial statement audits 
of. See ERISA plan audits

Employee Retirement Security Act of 1947 
(ERISA). See under ERISA

employees. See also staff
physical inventory instructions, 198
qualifications and suitability for inquiries, 148

employers, 179, 366
end- of- year procedures, with small/nonpublic 

clients, 345
engagement acceptance

application of financial reporting framework, 
601

auditing engagements, 8–11
compilation engagements, 884–885
compilation of pro forma financial information, 

958–960
direct examination engagements, 763–764
ERISA plan audits, 443
examination engagements, 808–809
financial statement reviews, 909
group financial statement audits, 362
internal control over financial reporting, 688
international reporting, 948–949
letters for underwriters, 607
management’s discussion and analysis, 862, 863
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engagement acceptance (continued)
preparation engagements, 879
quality control, 18
SSARS engagements, 872–873
summary financial statements, 576

engagement letters, 12–14
in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 

791–793
for auditor’s specialists, 404–405
in compilation engagements, 893–899
for compilation of pro forma financial 

information, 960–961
in examination engagements, 738–741
for financial statement preparation, 880–882
for financial statement reviews, 933–937
for interim financial information reviews, 

651–652
for review engagements, 772–775

engagement partners, communication with,  
753, 784, 797

engagement quality control reviews, 728
engagement team(s)

assignment of, 18
for attestation engagements, 727
consideration of fraud by, 37–38
direction and supervision of, 18–19
group, 367–373
role of, 16
sharing related party transactions with, 300–301

engagement(s). See also specific types
on application of financial reporting framework, 

601
changes in type of, 891, 910–911
characteristics of, 92–93
determining type of, 876–877
examination within larger, 818
knowledge gained in, 93–94
preliminary activities in, 89–94
quality control in. See quality control, 

engagement
on summary financial statements. See summary 

financial statements
terms of. See terms of engagement

entity(- ies) (generally). See also clients; public 
companies

assessments involving, 205–214
going concern considerations for. See going 

concern considerations
with multiple components, 699
reliability of information from, 745, 778
reporting, 517, 670–671
small-  and medium- sized, 900–902

testing accounting estimates and disclosures of, 
289

understanding of, for accounting estimates, 
283–284

entity and environment, understanding, 95–123
audit risk model, 97–98
client’s business, 109–113
compilation of pro forma financial information, 

959
control objectives, 121–123
documentation, 108
economic issues, 108–109
in financial statement reviews, 912
illustrations, 118–123
industry issues, 109
information technology, 116–118
interim financial information reviews, 652–653
requirements, 98–118
risk assessment procedures, 98–105
risk assessment questionnaire, 118–121
risk- based, top- down evaluation of internal 

controls, 113–115
risk of material misstatement, 107–108
scope of, 95
service organization controls, 849
significant risk identification, 105–106

entity consent and acknowledgment letter, 238
entity- level controls, 690
entities using service organizations, 161–168

considerations for service auditor reports, 
165–166

ICFR for. See service organization controls
illustrations, 166–168
requirements, 162–166
scope for, 161–162
types of service auditor reports, 164–165

environment of entity. See entity and environment, 
understanding

environmental factors, significant risks due to, 106
equal- probability sampling, 274–279
equity, 330–332, 497–499
equity method, 517
equivalence representations, for related parties, 303
ERISA plan audits, 441–476. See also ERISA 

section 103(a)(3)(C) audits
audit risk assessment and response, 443–444
auditor’s reports for, 464–476
communication in, 445
of defined benefit pension plans, 466–467
of defined contribution retirement plans, 

464–466, 468–476
documentation of, 445
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engagement acceptance for, 443
illustrations, 464–476
opinions in, 447–455
plan tax status in, 444
prohibited transactions in, 444
reportable findings evaluation, 445–464
requirements, 443–444
scope of, 442
supplemental schedule reporting for, 459–463
written representations in, 446–447

ERISA- required supplemental schedules
in auditor’s reports, 451, 460–463
for ERISA section 103(a)(3)(C) audits, 459, 

461–463
errors, omissions, or inconsistencies in, 463

ERISA section 103(a)(3)(C) audits, 441–442
adverse opinions in, 473–474
auditor’s reports for, 455–459, 468–476
of defined contribution retirement plans, 468–476
disclaimers of opinions in, 474–476
procedures, 445–446
qualified opinions in, 471–473
supplemental schedules in, 461–463

errors
in ERISA- required supplemental schedules, 463
statistical sampling, 144–145

estimates and estimation. See also accounting 
estimates

changes in, 285
in examination engagements, 744
in fraud consideration, 47
independent, 292
management estimates, 45
point estimates, 273–278
reviewing results of past, 284
significant risks due to, 106

estimation risk, 273
ethical requirements, 3, 884
ethics, culture of, 54
events

identifying going concern problem, 327–332
subsequent. See subsequent events

evidence
audit. See audit evidence
for financial statement reviews, 914
of service organization controls, 849–850

examination engagements, 719–720, 737–760
analytical procedures for, 744
communication in, 753
compliance, 836–840

illustrations, 840–841
opinions, 838–839

preconditions, 836–837
procedures, 837–838
reasonable assurance, 837
reporting, 839–840
requirements, 836–840
written assertions, 837
written representations, 838

direct, 761–770
acceptance and continuance, 763–764
illustrations, 767–770
reporting, 766–770
requirements, 762–767
scope, 762
terms, 764
written representations, 765–767

disclaimers of opinions in, 760
documentation of, 753–754
estimates in, 744
forming opinions in, 749
fraud, laws, and regulations in, 744–745
identifying risk of material misstatement in, 743
illustrations, 749–760
independence in, 738
internal auditors in, 745–746
interpretations, 754
on management’s discussion and analysis, 

862–865
materiality of, 743
modified opinions in, 751–753
noncompliance, 745
other information in, 748–749
planning, 742
practitioner’s specialists in, 745
pro forma financial information, 822–827, 

830–834
procedures, 744
prospective financial information, 808–818

modification of standard reports, 817–818
modified opinions, 816–817
planning, 809
preconditions, 808–809
procedures, 809–811
reporting, 812–816
training and proficiency, 809
written assertions, 809
written representations, 811

qualified opinions in, 759
reliability of entity’s information in, 745
reporting on, 749, 754–760
requirements, 738–754
responding to material misstatement risk in, 743
risk assessments in, 742–743
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examination engagements (continued)
sampling for, 744
subsequent events and discovered facts in, 746
terms of, 738–741
tests of controls, 743
unmodified opinions in, 749–751, 755–758
written assertions for, 741–742
written representations for, 746–748

examination reports, 749, 754–760
on compliance, 839–840
on management’s discussion and analysis, 

862–865
on pro forma financial information, 825–827, 

830–834
on prospective financial information, 812–816
unmodified opinions in, 749–751, 755–758

exceptions, 147–148
Exempt Offering Documents, 713–715
existence assertions, 193
existing arrangements, debt, 330
expectations, 249
expected error rate of the population, 145
expected misstatements, 268, 271–272
expenditures, going concern, 330
extension, of interim financial information review 

procedures, 656
external circumstances, significant risks due to, 106
external communications, about laws and 

regulations, 70
external confirmations, 217–232

of accounts receivable, 221–223, 227–232
confirmation checklists, 226–229
control of, 223–224
evaluations in, 226
illustrations, 227–232
with management refusals, 219
negative confirmation requests, 221
with nondelivery, 225
with nonresponses, 224–225
prior to year end, 221
request design for, 219–220
requirements, 218–226
respondents in, 220
results of, 218–219
scope of, 217
timing of requests for, 220–221
unexpected responses in, 225–226

external factors, in entity’s environment, 100 

facility visits, 112
facts, subsequently discovered. See subsequently 

discovered facts

fair value
in accounting estimates, 285, 289
collateral in evaluation of, 285
determining, 190
nature of measurements of, 289
of securities and derivatives, 190–191
unrealized appreciation/depreciation in, 191
valuations based on, 190–191

Federal Securities Statutes. See US Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC)

fieldwork, fraud at or near completion of, 49–50
financial forecasts

financial projections vs., 808
in letters for underwriters, 613–614, 627
written representations on, 811

financial information
capsule, 613, 632–634
interim. See interim financial information
IT effects on, 117–118
in letters for underwriters, 614–616, 627–631
pro forma. See pro forma financial information
prospective. See prospective financial 

information
financial interests, independence impairment due 

to, 902
financial performance, in entity’s environment, 100
financial position, unmodified opinion on,  

235–237
financial projections

financial forecasts vs., 808
reporting on, 812–816
written representations of, 811

financial reporting. See also internal control(s)
fraudulent, 44–45, 54–57
in integrated audit of ICFR, 691
IT effects on, 117

financial reporting framework application 
reporting, 599–604

documentation in, 603
engagement acceptance for, 601
illustrations, 603–604
planning and performance of, 602
proposals for clients on, 601
requirements, 601–603
scope of, 599–600
standards in, 602–603

financial reporting frameworks
applicable. See applicable financial reporting 

frameworks
appropriateness of, 650
considering, in relation to financial statements, 

916
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departures from. See departures (from financial 
reporting frameworks)

general purpose, 557–558, 560–562
other countries’ generally accepted, 593–598
single financial statements and elements in, 554, 

557–564
for small-  and medium- sized entities, 900–902
special purpose. See special purpose frameworks

financial results, valuations based on, 188–189
financial statement audits

audits of ICFR integrated with. See integrated 
audits of ICFR

component, 373–379
of employee benefits plans subject to ERISA. 

See ERISA plan audits
fraud consideration in. See fraud, in financial 

statement audit
of group statements. See group financial 

statement audits
legal and regulatory considerations. See under 

laws; regulatory requirements (regulations)
of special purpose financial statements. See 

special purpose frameworks
financial statement elements, 553–566

in auditor’s reports, 555–556
in financial reporting framework, 554
in GAAS- compliant statements, 554
with general purpose frameworks, 560–562
illustrations, 560–566
incomplete presentations of, 564–566
interpretations, 556
materiality and scope of, 555
requirements, 554–556
scope of, 553
special purpose frameworks for, 562–564

financial statement items, 634–635
financial- statement- level risks, 107
financial statement preparation, 875–882. See also 

reporting frameworks generally accepted 
in another country

acceptance and continuance for, 879
engagement letters for, 880–882
and engagement types, 876–877
illustrations, 880–882
limitations, 876
requirements, 877–880
scope for, 875
terms of engagement for, 879

financial statement reviews, 905–946
acceptance and continuance of, 909
analytical procedures in, 932

communication in, 911
with comparative financial statements, 939–940, 

943–945
conclusions in, 916–917
documentation in, 925–926
engagement letters for, 933–937
establishing understanding with client in, 

910–911
fraud and noncompliance in, 914
going concern considerations in, 920
illustrations, 911, 926–946
independence in, 909
inquiries in, 926–932
with interim financial information, 942–943
materiality of, 908–909
performance requirements for, 912–914
professional skepticism for, 908
referencing work of other accountants, 

921–922
reporting in, 917–919
representation letters for, 937–939
requirements, 906–925
scope of, 905–906
with single- year financial statements, 940–942, 

945–946
subsequent events in, 920–921
supplementary information in, 922–925
written representations in, 914–916

financial statements. See also interim financial 
information

adverse opinions, 530, 531
audited, 646, 663–664
common- size, 246–248
communication about disclosures in, 77
comparative. See comparative financial 

statements
consistency, 515–518
consolidated, 944–945
delays in issuing, 211, 335
disclaimers of opinions on, 530, 531
disclosure of subsequently discovered facts to 

recipients of, 317
ERISA plan, 447–448
evidence that may support specific assertions, 

150–160
group. See group financial statement audits
information presented in, 455
interim, 646–647
interim financial information accompanying, 

663
IT effects on, 117
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financial statements (continued)
prepared under framework accepted in another 

country, 949
prospective, 807–820
qualified opinions on, 529–531
reporting on, 407–431, 917–919

auditor’s standard report, 409–412
comparative financial statements, 412–413
forming an opinion, 408–409
illustrations, 414–431
interpretations, 413–414
requirements, 408–413
scope of, 407

revising, 314–317
single. See single financial statements
single- year, 419–421, 424–428, 940–942, 

945–946
special purpose. See special purpose 

frameworks
subsequent events in, 313
summary. See summary financial statements
supplementary information in relation to. See 

under supplementary information
unaudited, 646–647
unmodified opinions on, 529, 530
written representations, 340–341

financial support, 326, 332
firms, CPA, 401
first- year audits, 518. See also initial audit 

engagements (initial engagements)
flow- of- transactions tests, 259
focus groups, 148–149
forecasts. See financial forecasts
foreign auditing standards, compliance with, 594
foreign countries. See reporting frameworks 

generally accepted in another country
Form 5500 filing, 448–449
fraud

in examination engagements, 744–745
in financial statement audits, 35–63

antifraud programs and controls, 53–54
auditor responsibilities, 37
circumstances indicating possibility of, 

59–60
communication, 50–53
description and characteristics, 36–37
documentation, 53
engagement team discussion, 37–38
evidence evaluation, 48–50
illustrations, 54–63
information gathering, 38–41

professional skepticism, 37
requirements, 36–54
responses to material misstatement risk 

assessment, 43–48
risk assessment, 42
risk identification, 41–42
scope of, 35
typical fraudster, 36–37

in financial statement reviews, 914
and interim financial information, 660
responsibilities for prevention and detection of, 

37
in review engagements, 777
written representations of, 341

fraud risk factors
assessing, 42
attributes of, 41–42
considering, 39–40
in fraudulent financial reporting, 54–57
identifying, 41–42
misappropriation of assets, 57–58
obtaining information to identify, 38–41
overall response to, 42
with revenue recognition, 42
significant risks due to, 106

fraudster, typical, 36–37 

GAAS. See generally accepted auditing standards
general analytical procedures, 243
general procedures for related parties, 301
general purpose reporting frameworks

for financial statement elements, 560–562
single financial statements in, 557–558

generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) See 
also specific audit topics

compliance with, 5–6
hierarchy, 5–6

going concern checklist, 336–338
going concern considerations, 323–338

asset disposal plans in, 328–329
audit procedures, 325–326
auditor’s responsibility for, 540
borrowing or debt restructuring in, 329–330
communication about, 334–335
in compilation engagements, 890
conclusions about, 333
delay in financial statement issuance for, 335
documentation of, 335
in ERISA plan audits, 450, 456
expenditure delays or reductions in, 330
in financial statement reviews, 920
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with identified events of conditions, 327–332
illustrations, 336–338
indications of problems, 326–327
inquiries concerning, 656
in interim financial information reviews, 

674–676
managements and auditor’s evaluations of, 327
ownership equity increases, 330–332
in reissued reports, 335
reporting effects, 333–334
requirements, 325–335
responsibility for, 325
scope of, 323–324
in standard auditor’s reports, 409
written representations on, 332

Government Auditing Standards, 754
governmental agent multiple- employer pension 

plans, 179
governmental cost- sharing multiple- employer 

pension plans, 179
governmental pension plans, in group financial 

statements, 366
group engagement teams

letters of instruction for, 369–370
qualified opinions from, 371–373
understanding of group, components, and 

environments for, 367–368
group financial statement audits, 359–381

auditor reports on, 371–379
communication with others in, 364
component auditor involvement in, 362–363
documentation of, 365
engagement acceptance and continuance for, 

362
identifying components of, 361–362
illustrations, 366–381
interpretations, 365–366
letters for underwriters involving, 608, 632
material misstatements in, 369
materiality in, 363
practice pointer, 359–360
requirements, 361–365
responses to assessed risk in, 363–364
responsibilities related to component auditor in, 

364–365
risk assessment standards for, 362
scope of, 359–360

group- wide controls, 367 

haphazard sampling, 260
hedging activities, audit evidence about, 191–192

honesty, 54
house counsel, 211–212
hypothetical questions, 148 

ICFR. See internal control over financial reporting
illegal acts, 660
impairment losses, 190–191
inadequate disclosures

on going concern considerations, 334
interim financial information with, 674
qualified opinions due to, 485–487

inadequate information, in compilation 
engagements, 886

inapplicable documents, 265
incentives, 54–55, 57
income statements

audit sampling of, 258
disclaimer of opinion on prior- year, 497–499

income tax, 178–179
incomplete presentations, of financial statement 

elements, 564–566
inconsistency(- ies). See also consistency

about reliability of audit evidence, 176–177
in ERISA- required supplemental schedules, 463
material, 583–584

incorrect acceptance/rejection, substantive tests, 
268

independence
accounting estimate, 286, 292
in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 790
of auditor’s specialists, 405–406
in compilation engagements, 884, 895–897, 902
in compilation of pro forma financial 

information, 958
engagement, 17
in examination engagements, 738
in financial statement preparation, 876
in financial statement reviews, 909
in letters for underwriters, 611
opinion modification and lack of, 480

independent auditors
ethical requirements of, 3
GAAS compliance for, 5–6
international reporting, 952–955
and management’s responsibilities, 2
materiality, 2–3
objectives of, 2
overall objectives of, 1–6
professional skepticism/judgment of, 4–5
requirements, 2–5
scope of, 1
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independent auditor’s reports
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs in. See 

emphasis- of- matter paragraphs
on financial statements with reporting 

frameworks generally accepted in another 
country, 595–596

opinion modifications in. See opinion 
modifications

other- matter paragraphs in. See other- matter 
paragraphs

indirect questions, 148
individually significant items, 266–267
industry, of client/entity, 109, 912
industry comparisons, 243
information

as audit evidence, 177–178
on compliance requirements, 678
on entity, 745
on fair values, 190
financial. See financial information
in financial statements, 455
on group financial statements, 381
for identifying fraud risks, 38–41
other. See other information
in summary financial statements, 579

information system, entity’s, 104
information technology (IT)

application control tests, 143
effects on internal controls, 116–118

inherent risk, with securities and derivatives, 
183–184

initial audit engagements (initial engagements), 
233–240

additional considerations in, 91–92
conclusions and reporting on, 234–235
illustrations, 235–240
and material misstatements in prior periods, 234
requirements, 234–235
scope of, 233
terms of, 10–11

initial review, of interim financial information, 653
inquiries. See also external confirmations

of client’s lawyers, 207–209, 212–214
in financial statement reviews, 913–914, 

926–932
on going concern, 326
on interim financial information, 655, 656
procedures other than, in litigation, claims and 

assessments involving the entity, 206–207
in response to assessed risks, 146–149
in review engagements, 777

on subsequent events, 312–313
on supplementary information, 526

inquiry tests, 141
inside counsel, 211–212
insufficiency. See sufficiency
insurance companies, 211
integrated audits of ICFR, 687–712. See also 

internal control(s)
adverse opinions in, 703–704
disclaimers of opinions in, 704–706
engagement acceptance for, 688
evaluating control deficiencies in, 693–694
forming opinions in, 694–696
illustrations, 701–712
management reports in, 711–712
management’s assessment in, 688
modified reports on, 698–699
planning of, 689–690
reporting requirements for, 696–700
requirements, 688–700
risk assessment in, 689
scope of, 687
tests in, 692–693
top- down approach to, 690–692
unmodified opinions in, 701–702, 706–710
using others work in, 689
written communications in, 710–711

interim communication, 84
interim dates

subsequent, 830–832
testing at, 138

interim financial information, 212, 649–676
appropriateness of financial reporting 

framework for, 650
audited financial statements with, 663–664
auditor’s report on, 660–663
client understanding of review of, 650–651
communication about, 659–660
component auditor’s review report on, 670–671
condensed comparative, 669–670
documentation on, 664
engagement letters, 651–652
in financial statement reviews, 942–943
and going concern considerations, 674–676
illustrations, 664–676
inquiries on, 656
internal controls for, 652–653
in letters for underwriters, 612–613, 635–638
management representations of, 664–668
modifications to reports due to, 673–674
required procedures, 654–655
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requirements, 650–663
results evaluation for, 657
review procedures, 654–657
in review reports, 668–672
scope of, 649–650
Securities Act of 1933 filings, 644
subsequently discovered facts, 660
for successor auditors, 671–672
timing of review procedures, 657
unaudited, 612–613
understanding the entity and its environment 

with, 652–653
written representations on, 657–659

interim financial statements, 646–647
interim management’s discussion and analysis 

(MD&A), 641–642, 867
interim testing of controls, 693
internal audit function

checklist for, 393–395
decisions to use, 387
for direct assistance, 389
scope of, 389, 390
understanding of, 391–392
uses of, 385–386

internal auditors, 383–395
in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 794
direct assistance from, 388–389
documentation, 390–391
evaluating work performed by, 390
evidence obtained by, 386–387
in examination engagements, 745–746
fraud inquiries by, 39
illustrations, 391–395
procedures for, 388
requirements, 385–391
in review engagements, 778
scope of, 383
uses of, 385–386

internal communications, 69
internal consistency, of assumptions, 331–332
internal control over compliance

agreed- upon procedures report on, 844
combined report on, 682, 685–686
separate report on, 682–683

internal control over financial reporting (ICFR). 
See also service organization controls

adverse opinions on, 703–704
deficiencies in, 693–694, 710–711
disclaimers of opinions on, 704–706
integrated audits of. See integrated audits of 

ICFR

material weakness in, 694–696, 710–711
testing of, 692–693
unmodified opinions on, 701–702, 706–710

internal control(s)
communication about, 79–87

deficiency identification, 80–81
illustrations, 84–87
interpretations, 83–84
management response, 83
material weakness indicators, 82
requirements, 80–83
scope, 79

components of, 102–105
deficiencies in, 80–81, 84–85
in examination engagements, 754
failure in operation of, 85
failure to gain understanding of, 96
with interim financial information, 652–653, 

658
IT effects on, 116–118
knowledge of, and letters for underwriters, 

612–616
management override, 43–44, 60–63
objectives of, 121–123
operating effectiveness tests, 141–145
in risk assessments, 107
risk- based, top- down evaluation, 113–115
at service organizations. See service 

organization controls
tests of. See tests of controls
understanding the entity and its environment, 

101–102, 113–117
International Auditing and Assurance Standards 

Board, 954–955
International Financial Reporting Standards, 

954–955
international reporting issues, 947–955

illustrations, 951–955
reports on, 949–950
requirements, 948–949
scope of, 947–948

International Standard on Review Engagements 
2400 (Revised), 954–955

interpretive publications, 6
introductory paragraphs, letters for underwriters, 

610
inventories

existence and condition of, 195–200
fraud responses, 45
held by third parties, 196
physical, 198–200
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inventory observation, 195–205
checklist for, 200–204
illustrations, 200–205
by outside firms, 200
of physical inventory, 198–200
requirements, 195–200
steps in, 196–197

investees
accounting for, 517
valuation of, 188–189

investigating results, of financial statement  
reviews, 913

investments
securities and derivatives

audit design, 187
audit evidence, 182–194
completeness assertion, 188
control identification and  

testing, 187
control risks, 184–185
illustrations, 193–194
inherent risks, 183–184
risk assessment in planning, 183
service organizations, 185–187
special skill required, 192
substantive procedures, 188
valuation, 188–191

statements of investment performance  
statistics, 729–730, 799–800

iron curtain approach to prior period 
misstatements, 172

isolation criteria, 401–404
IT. See information technology
items examined 100%, 256 

judgment(s)
materiality, 127–128
professional, 4, 728 

key audit matters (KAMs)
communication, 433–439

auditor’s report, 434–439
comparative financial statement reports,  

410, 417–419
determining, 434
emphasis- of- matter and other- matter 

paragraphs, 506–508
illustrations, 435–437
requirements, 434
scope, 433–434

descriptions of, 435–438

in ERISA plan audits, 450, 456
form and content of report section on, 438–439

key- item tests, 259 

language, restricted- use report, 586–587
laws

in financial statement audits, 65–70
audit procedures, 67–68
auditor’s responsibilities, 66
categories, 66–67
documentation, 70
evaluations of noncompliance, 58
management’s responsibilities, 66
reporting noncompliance, 69–70
response to noncompliance, 68–69
scope of, 65

noncompliance with, 68–70, 914
report layout required by, 11
in review engagements, 777

lawyers
client changes in, 209
evaluating response from, 209–210
in litigation involving entity, 207–214
litigation not investigated by, 211
resignation of, 209

legal counsel, inquiries of, 312–313, 326
legal opinions

requesting parties that fail to provide, 
 638–641

in support of isolation criterion,  
401–404

legal requirements, report on other, 411
legal risk, 184
legal specialists, decision to use, 401–402
letters of inquiry, 212–214
letters of instruction, 369–370
leverage ratios, 244
linear regression, 247
liquidation basis of accounting, 413
liquidity ratios, 244
litigation

and audit evidence, 205–214
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs due to,  

504–505, 511–513
illustrations, 212–214
inquiries concerning, 656
with insurance companies, 211
requirements, 205–212
without investigation, 211

litigation services, attestation standards for, 
728–729
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loan agreements, 326
location, of inventory, 197
losses, impairment, 190–191 

mailing confirmation requests, 222–223
management

audit planning with, 90
communication with, 113

ERISA plan audits, 445
interim financial information, 659–660, 

664–668
misstatements, 170–171
possible fraud, 50–53
review engagements, 911

description of service organization’s system by, 
849–850

ERISA section 103(a)(3)(C) audit elected by, 
468–476

external confirmation refusals by, 219
financial statement revision by, 314–317
fraud and estimates by, 45
going concern evaluation by, 327
intent and ability of, 286
lack of response by, 660
omission of disclosures by, 901
ownership equity assumptions of, 331–332
process for account estimates, 288–289
scope limitations imposed by, 480
in service organization controls  

examination, 847
management inquiries

about fraud, 38–39
in financial statement reviews, 913–914

management override, 37, 43–44, 60–63
management reports, in integrated audits of ICFR, 

711–712
management representations

in integrated audits of ICFR, 695
in interim financial information reviews, 

664–668
reliance on, 340
updating, 351–352

management’s assertions
examination reports on, 757
specialists’ work in support of, 401–404

management’s assessment about ICFR, 688
management’s description of a service organization’s 

system and a service auditor’s report on 
that description and on the suitability of 
the design and operating effectiveness of 
controls. See type 2 reports

management’s description of a service 
organization’s system and a service 
auditor’s report on that description and on 
the suitability of the design of controls. 
See type 1 reports

management’s discussion and analysis (MD&A), 
861–867

examination engagements, 862–865
illustrations, 864–867
interim, 641–642
letters for underwriters on, 641–642
requirements, 862–864
review engagements on, 863–864, 866
scope of, 861

management’s responses
to interim financial information, 660, 663
to internal control issues, 83

management’s responsibilities, 2
accounting estimates, 282–283
in compliance audits, 679
in ERISA plan audits, 450, 457
for going concern considerations, 325
in integrated audits of ICFR, 695
regarding laws/regulations, 66
standard auditor’s report on, 410
for supplementary information, 526

management’s specialists, 215
market risk, 183
marketability, asset, 328
material accounting estimates, 287–288
material departures

in financial statement reviews, 924
with supplementary information, 535, 537

material inconsistencies
with draft Form 550, 448–449
report on summary financial statements with, 

583–584
material misstatements. See also risk of material 

misstatement
conclusion for financial statement reviews with, 

917
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs on, 511–513
in ERISA plan audits, 447–448
and financial statement consistency, 517–518
in financial statement reviews, 914
in group financial statement audits, 369
internal control issues, 80–81
magnitude of, 81
modification of opinions due to, 481–484, 

487–489
of other information, 521–523
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material misstatements (continued)
possibility of, 80–81
in prior periods, 234
by related parties, 302
responses to, 49–50
reviews of financial statements with, 945–946
with service organization controls, 849

material noncompliance, risk of, 679, 681
material source, for supplementary information, 

526
material weakness(es)

in interim financial information, 660
in internal control over financial reporting, 

694–696, 710–711
in internal controls, 82–87
restricted- use reports on, 589

materiality, 125–129
audit risk, 126–127
in compliance audits, 679
determining, 127–129
documentation of, 129
examination engagements, 743
financial statement, 555
of financial statement reviews, 908–909
of group financial statement audits, 363
for independent auditors, 2–3
performance, 127–129
requirements, 127–129
of review engagements, 776
revision of, 129
of service organization controls, 849
of single financial statements and specific 

elements, 555
written representations on, 342

MD&A. See management’s discussion and  
analysis

measurement
of fair value, 289
interim financial information, 658–659
in written representations, 341–342

medium- sized entities, 900–902
minutes, meeting, 313, 326
misappropriation of assets, 45–48, 57–58. See also 

fraud
misstatement worksheet, 172
misstatements. See also material misstatements

accumulation of, 170
aggregation of, 258
communication and correction of, 170–171
documentation of, 172–173
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs on, 511–513

evaluation of, 169–173
expected, 268
and financial statement consistency, 517–518
in integrated audits of ICFR, 691–692
at interim dates, 138–139
lower limit factors for, 263–264
modification of opinions due to, 481–484, 

487–489
nature and causes in, 169–170
of other information, 521–523
prior period, 172
projections of, 258
qualitative characteristics of, 171–172
of qualitative disclosures, 481
requirements, 170–173
sample sizes with expected, 271–272
scope for evaluations of, 169
tolerable, 268
uncorrected, 171
upper limit factors for, 262–263

modifications
of conclusions, 916
in integrated audits of ICFR, 698–699
of interim financial information reports,  

662, 673–674
of opinions. See opinion modifications
of standard reports, 817–818

monitoring
for quality control, 20
to understand internal controls, 105

multiple- employer pension plans, audit  
evidence, 179 

national economic data, 243
negative assurance, 625–627
negative confirmation requests, 221, 230
new clients, business of, 109–112
no- charge transactions, with related- parties, 299
non- 1933 Act offerings, 620–622
noncompliance. See also compliance

contractual, 570–574
evaluation, 69
financial statement reviews on, 914
material, 681
reporting, 69–70
responses to, 68–69, 745, 777

nonpublic clients, 344–345, 355
nonregistered firms, 430–431
nonresponses, 224–225, 660
nonsampling techniques, 258–259
nonstatistical sampling, 259–269
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sample selection, 260–261
substantive tests, 266–269
tests of controls, 261–266 

objectivity, 387
observation

audit procedures, 150
inventory. See inventory observation

observational tests, 141
occurrence assertions, 193
omissions

in compilation engagements, 895–897
in compilation reports, 888, 895–897, 901, 902
of disclosures, 481–482, 901
in ERISA- required supplemental schedules, 463
of supplementary information, 536–537,  

904, 925
omitted procedures, after report date, 353–357

application, 355–357
illustrations, 357
importance, 354–357
inability to apply, 356
requirements, 354–356
scope of, 353

open- ended questions, 146
open invoice systems, 231–232
opening balances, 233–240

conclusions and reporting on, 234–235
illustrations, 235–240
with material misstatements in prior periods, 

234
requirements, 234–235
scope of, 233

operating effectiveness, control, 141–145, 850
operational failures, 85. See also material weakness
operations, disclaimers of opinions on, 235–237
opinion modifications, 477–499

adverse opinions, 487–489
circumstances requiring, 478
in compliance attestation, 841
disclaimers of opinions, 491–495, 497–499
in ERISA section 103(a)(3)(C) audits, 458–459
in examination engagements, 751–753
formats for, 480–482
illustrations, 482–499
inability to obtain sufficient appropriate 

evidence, 489–495
inadequate disclosure, 485–487
key audit matters and, 435
lack of independence, 480
material misstatement, 482–484, 487–489

other- matter paragraphs on, 508–510
in prospective financial statement examinations, 

816–817
qualified opinions, 482–487, 489–491, 495–497
in reports with unmodified opinions, 495–499
requirements, 478–482
in review engagements, 783–784
scope of, 477
on service organization controls, 857–858
types of, 478–480

opinions
adverse. See adverse opinions
basis for, 409, 449–450, 456
change of, 412–413. See also opinion 

modifications
in compliance attestation, 838–839
disclaimers of. See disclaimers of opinions
in ERISA plan audits, 447–455
on ERISA plan financial statements, 447–448
in ERISA section 103(a)(3)(C) audit, 455–456
formation of, 408–409, 540–541, 694–696, 749
legal, 401–404, 638–641
modified. See opinion modifications
qualified. See qualified opinions
standard auditor’s report, 409
on supplementary information, 526, 528–531
unmodified. See unmodified opinions

oral communication
and audit documentation, 29
external confirmation via, 218
on interim financial information, 660

organization, fraud inquiries of others in, 39
other information, 519–523

documentation of, 522
in examination engagements, 748–749
fraud considerations with, 41
illustrations, 523
in letters for underwriters, 614–616, 627–631
material misstatements in, 520–522
reporting, 522, 523
requirements, 520–522
in review engagements, 780
scope of, 519

other- matter paragraphs, 501–513
communication in, 503
in ERISA plan audit reports, 454–455
in financial statement reviews, 923
illustrations, 506–510
requirements, 502–503
scope of, 501
in type 2 reports, 856–857
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other practitioners
in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 794
in attestation engagements, 727
in integrated audits of ICFR, 689

other publications, auditing, 6
other standards, letters for underwriters under, 609
outside inventory- taking firms, 200
outside knowledge, 797
outsourced services. See entities using service 

organizations; service organization 
controls

overall audit strategy, 90, 92
overall review, 242, 249–250
oversight processes, 54
owner- managers, 332
ownership, 26, 330–332 

partial presentation, of reports, 818
participating employers, 179, 366
parties to be notified, about subsequent events and 

facts discovered, 316–317
PCAOB. See Public Company Accounting 

Oversight Board
pending litigation, 504–505, 511–513
pension plans, 179, 366, 466–467
performance materiality, 127–129
performance requirements

in compilation engagements, 886
for compilation of pro forma financial 

information, 959
for engagement quality control, 18–20
for financial statement reviews, 912–914
for management’s discussion and analysis, 

862–864
period (of time). See also prior periods

consistency standard, 516
remaining, 139
subsequent, 335, 357
for supplementary information, 526
testing, 267

periodic inventory systems observation, 196
permanent files, 251
pervasive misstatements, 945–946
planned scope, audit, 73
planning. See also audit planning

for application of financial reporting framework 
reporting, 602

for examination engagements, 742
for examination of prospective financial 

statements, 809
for integrated audits of ICFR, 689–690

for interim financial information reviews, 
652–653

materiality in. See materiality
for physical inventory observations, 197–198
for review engagements, 776
risk assessment in, 183

point estimates, 273–278
populations, 267, 272
positive confirmation requests, 229–230
practitioner’s reports

for agreed- upon procedures engagements, 
795–796, 799–805, 818–820

for compliance attestation, 839–840, 843–844
for examination engagements, 839–840
financial projections in, 812–816
on pro forma financial information, 825–834

practitioner’s responsibilities. See also auditor’s 
responsibilities

for agreed- upon procedures, 792–793
in attestation engagements, 719

practitioner’s specialists. See also auditor’s 
specialists

in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 794
in attestation engagements, 727
in examination engagements, 745
in review engagements, 778

precision, of expectations, 249
preconditions

for agreed- upon procedures engagements, 
790–791, 809, 841

for attestation engagements, 725–726, 836–837
for audits, 8, 540
for examination engagements, 808–809, 823, 

836–837
for review engagements, 823
for service organization control reviews, 847
for SSARS engagements, 872–873

predecessor auditors
reissuance of reports by, 317–318, 413
and Securities Act of 1933 filings, 644–645

predictability, of audit procedures, 42
preliminary engagement activities, 89–94
preparation engagements. See also financial 

statement preparation
acceptance and continuance of, 879
objectives and limitations for, 876

preplanning, for inventory observations, 196–197
presumptively mandatory requirements, 5, 870
prior periods

comparative financial statements from, 424–428
going concern information from, 334
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interim financial information from, 671–672
misstatements in, 172, 234
restating financial statements from, 413
updates to information from, 99, 508–510

prior year
modified opinions in, 497–499
unmodified opinions in, 495–497

pro forma financial information
compilation, 957–962

acceptance and continuance, 958–960
illustrations, 960–962
requirements, 958–960
scope of, 957

in letters for underwriters, 613, 625–627
reporting, 821–834

disclaimers of opinion, 833–834
examination engagements, 822–834
form of reports, 824–825
illustrations, 830–834
preconditions, 823
procedures, 823–824
qualified opinions, 832–833
requirements, 823–830
review engagements, 822–832
scope of, 821–822
unmodified opinions, 825–832
written assertions, 824
written representations, 824

procedures
agreed- upon. See agreed- upon procedures 

engagements
analytical. See analytical procedures
audit. See audit procedures
for compliance attestation, 837–838
in examination engagements, 744
failure to link risk assessments to, 97
for going concern evaluations, 326
for interim financial information reviews, 

654–657
with inventory held by third party, 196
knowledge of matters outside of, 797
for obtaining evidence, 177
omitted. See omitted procedures
overall review, 250
pro forma financial information in, 823–824
prospective financial information in, 809–811
regulation specified, 734–735
for related parties, 300–302
required supplementary information, 534, 537
restrictions on performance of, 797
in review engagements, 776–778

risk assessment, 98–105, 282–290, 292–293, 
297–300

sampling, 266, 269
with Securities Act of 1933 filings, 644–646
specific, 537
specification of, in regulations, 804–805
substantive. See substantive procedures 

(substantive tests)
for summary financial statements, 576

processes, controls vs., 147
professional disagreements, 354
professional judgment, 4, 728
professional possessing specialized skills. See 

specialists
professional requirements, in attestation standards, 

725
professional responsibilities, in SSARS 

engagements, 870–871
professional skepticism, 4–5, 37, 728, 908
profitability ratios, 245
prohibited transactions, in ERISA plan audits, 444
projections, 258. See also financial projections
proposals, client, 601
prospective financial information, 807–820. See 

also financial projections
in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 808, 

809, 818–820
in examination engagements, 808–818
in going concern considerations, 332
planning, 809
preconditions for engagements, 808–809
procedures for examination engagements, 

809–811
reports containing, 812–820
requirements, 808–811
scope of, 807
training and proficiency in using, 809
written assertions on, 809

prospective financial statements
agreed- upon procedures with, 818–820
examination of, 808–818

public companies, 301, 355
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 

(PCAOB), 414, 428–431
public warehouses, 205
publications, 6 

qualified opinions
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs on, 511–513
in ERISA section 103(a)(3)(C) audit reports, 

471–473
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qualified opinions (continued)
in examination reports, 759
in group financial statement audits, 371–373
modifications of, 482–487, 489–491, 495–497
on pro forma financial information, 832–833
in prospective financial statements, 817
in review reports, 786–787
in summary financial statement reporting, 

581–582
on supplementary information, 529–531

qualitative disclosures, misstatement of, 481
quality control engagements, 15–21

attestation, 725, 728
client relationship acceptance/continuance in, 18
direction and supervision of, 18–19
documentation in, 21
elements of, 17
engagement team assignment to, 18
independence of, 17
performance of, 18–20
role of engagement team in, 16
scope of, 15
SSARS, 871
standards for, 16
system for, 16–17

quality control review, 20
quality control standards, 16 

random number sampling, 260
range, for prospective financial information, 817
ratio analysis, 244–246
rationalizations, 56–57
reaffirmations, 624–625
reasonable assurance, 837
reasonableness, accounting estimate, 287
reaudits (reaudit engagements), 233–240

conclusions and reporting, 234–235
illustrations, 235–240
with material misstatements in prior periods, 

234
requirements, 234–235
scope of, 233
terms of engagement, 10–11

recent developments, significant risks due to, 106
reclassifications, 518
recoding of physical inventory, 197
recognition, of interim financial information, 

658–659
reconciliations, 150, 527
recurring audits, 11. See also continuing 

engagements

referencing work of other accountants, 921–922
refusal of response, attorneys’, 210
registered firms, 428–430
regression analysis, 247
Regulation S- X, 625–626
regulators

attestation engagement documentation  
for, 729

audit documentation for, 29–33
auditor’s letters to, 31–32

regulatory basis of accounting, 545–549
regulatory requirements (regulations)

compliance with, 567–574
auditor’s report assurance, 569
requests for assurance, 568
requirements, 568–569
scope, 567
separate reports, 568–569

in financial statement audits, 65–70
audit procedures, 67–68
auditor’s responsibilities, 66
categories, 66–67
documentation, 70
management’s responsibilities, 66
noncompliance evaluations, 69
noncompliance responses, 68–69
reporting noncompliance, 69–70
scope, 65

procedures specified in, 804–805
report layout required by, 11
report on other, 411
in review engagements, 777

reissued reports
comparative financial statements in, 413
for compliance audits, 683
going concern sections in, 335
subsequent events and facts discovered in, 315, 

317–318
rejection, incorrect, 268
related accounts, 28
related matters, qualitative aspects of, 77
related parties, 295–307

auditor responsibilities regarding, 296–297
identifying, 302–303
illustrations, 304–307
and interim financial information, 659
relationships and transactions, 297–299
requirements, 296–303
risk assessment procedures, 297–303
scope of, 295
significant risks with, 106
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related- party checklist, 304–307
relevance

of audit evidence, 176
departures from relevant requirements, 26
of financial statement preparation standards, 876

reliability
of audit evidence, 176–177
of data for analytical procedures, 249
of entity’s information, 745, 778
of representations, 343, 748, 780
of service organization’s information, 850
of written representations, 795

remaining period, length of, 139
report layout, 11
report on management’s description of a service 

organization’s system and the suitability 
of design and operating effectiveness of 
controls. See type 2 reports

report on management’s description of a service 
organization’s system and the suitability 
of design of controls. See type 1 reports

report on other legal and regulatory requirements, 
411

report release date
consideration of omitted procedures after. See 

omitted procedures
documentation of, 26
and financial statement reviews, 920–921
and subsequently discovered facts,  

313–317
reportable conditions, in interim financial 

information reviews, 659
reportable findings, ERISA plan audit evaluation 

of, 445–464
reporting. See also disclosures

in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 
795–796, 799–805, 842–844

appropriateness of framework for, 650
in attestation engagements, 725, 729
in compilation engagements, 887–891
on compilation of pro forma financial 

information, 958–959, 961–962
on compliance attestation, 839–840
in compliance audits, 681–683
on controls at service organizations. See service 

organization controls
in ERISA plan audits, 451–452, 461–463
on examination engagements, 749, 754–760
in financial statement reviews, 917–919
on financial statements. See financial statements, 

reporting

on initial engagements, 234–235
in integrated audits of ICFR, 696–700
international, 947–955
of management’s discussion and analysis, 

863–867
on modification of opinions. See opinion 

modifications
noncompliance, 69–70
objectives of audit, 93
on opening balances, 234–235
other information, 522, 523
on pro forma financial information. See  

pro forma financial information,  
reporting

on prospective financial information, 812–816
on reaudits, 234–235
on required supplementary information, 

534–535
in review engagements, 781–783, 785–787
segment, 214–215
of supplementary information, 527

reporting entities, 517, 670–671
reporting frameworks generally accepted in  

another country, 593–598
auditor’s reports, 595
foreign auditing standard compliance, 594
illustrations, 595–598
international reporting issues, 949–955
requirements, 594–595
scope, 593
terms of engagement, 594

reports to other parties, letters to underwriters  
with, 607

representation letters, 345–347. See also written 
representations

addressing and dating, 342
failure to provide, 343, 638–641
in financial statement reviews, 937–939
in interim financial information reviews, 

664–668
and letters for underwriters, 607
signing, 342–343
tailoring, 342
updating, 351–352

requesting parties
letters to, 638–641
reports on application of financial reporting 

framework for, 603–604
reviews of interim financial information for, 

635–638
requests for assurance, 568
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required procedures. See procedures
required supplementary information, 533–538

for compilation engagements, 891
coordination of, 534
in ERISA plan audits, 451, 459–463
for financial statement reviews, 923–925
illustrations, 536–538
material departures from, 537
omissions of, 535–537
procedures, 534
reporting on, 534–535
requirements, 534–535
scope of, 533
specified procedures not completed with, 537
unresolved doubts about, 535, 537–538

requirements
accounting estimates, 282–290, 292–293
agreed- upon procedures engagements, 790–799
analytical procedures, 242–251
application of financial reporting framework 

reporting, 601–603
attestation engagements, 724–728
audit documentation, 23–34
audit planning, 89–94
audit procedures, 132–160
auditor’s specialists, 398–401
auditor’s standard reports, 409–412
communication with those charged with 

governance, 72–77
compilation engagements, 884–893
compilation of pro forma financial information, 

958–960
compliance attestation, 836–843
compliance audits, 678–683
departures from relevant, 26
direct examination engagements, 762–767
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs, 502, 503
engagement quality control, 16–21
entities using service organizations, 162–166
ERISA plan audits, 443–444
examination engagements, 738–754
Exempt Offering Documents, 714–715
external confirmations, 218–226
financial statement consistency, 516–518
financial statement preparation, 877–880
financial statement reviews, 908–925
fraud considerations, 36–54
going concern considerations, 325–335
group financial statements, 361–365
independent auditors, 2–5
initial audit engagements, 234–235

integrated audits of ICFR, 688–700
interim financial information, 650–651, 

660–663
internal audit usage, 385–391
internal control communication, 80–83
international reporting issues, 948–949
inventory observation, 195–200
key audit matters communications, 434
laws and regulations in financial statement 

audits, 66–70
letters for underwriters, 607–616
litigation, claims, and assessments involving the 

entity, 205–214
management’s discussion and analysis, 862–864
management’s specialists use, 215
materiality, 127–129
misstatement evaluation, 170–173
omitted procedures, 354–356
opening balances, 234–235
opinion formation, 408–409
opinion modifications, 478–482
other information, 520–522
other- matter paragraphs, 502–503
prospective financial information, 808–811
reaudits, 234–235
related parties, 296–303
reporting frameworks generally accepted in 

another country, 594–595
reports on comparative financial statements, 

412–413
required supplementary information, 534–535
restricted- use reports, 586–587
review engagements, 772–785
sampling, 256–258
Securities Act of 1933 filings, 644–647
securities and derivatives investments, 182–192
segment reporting, 214–215
service organization controls, 847–858
single financial statements and specific 

elements, 554–556
special purpose financial statements, 540–541
SSARS engagements, 870–873
subsequent events and facts discovered, 

311–318
summary financial statements, 576–579
supplementary information, 526–528
terms of engagement, 8–11
understanding the entity and its environment, 

98–118
written representations, 340–344

resignation, lawyer’s, 209
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respondents, external confirmation request, 220
response(s)

from attorneys, 210
to external confirmations, 224–226
to fraud, 777
in interim financial information reviews, 660
from lawyers, 209–210
from management, 83, 660, 663
to material misstatements of other information, 

520–523
to noncompliance, 68–69, 745, 777
nonresponses, 224–225, 660
to risk assessment

in audits of accounting estimates, 284–285
in ERISA plan audits, 443–444
in examination engagements, 743
in group financial statement audits, 363–364
with related parties, 302

to subsequent events and subsequently 
discovered facts, 646–647

responsibilities. See specific parties, e.g.: 
management responsibilities

responsible parties
communication with, 746, 753, 784, 797
representations from, 747–748, 779
responsibilities of, 718
written representation provided by, 784

restatements, prior period financial statements, 413
restricted- use legal opinions, 403–404
restricted use paragraphs, 751, 783
restricted- use reports, 585–591

adding other specified parties to, 587
in combined communications, 587
on contractual compliance, 590–591
from examination engagements, 758
from financial statement reviews, 919
illustrations, 587–591
language in, 586–587
limiting distribution of, 586
on material weakness, 589
requirements, 586–587
from review engagements, 785–786
scope of, 585
as separate reports, 587

restrictions
on additional borrowing, 330
on asset disposal, 329
on compilation reports, 889–890
on performance of procedures, 797
on use of summary financial statements, 578

restructuring, debt, 329–330

retirement plans
defined contribution, 464–466, 468–476
tax status of, 444

revenue recognition, fraud related to, 42, 44–45
review engagements, 720, 771–787

change from audit engagements to, 910–911
changes to, 891
checklist for, 907–908
communication, 784
description of criteria for, 780
documentation in, 784–785, 925–926
financial statements in. See financial statement 

reviews
forming conclusions in, 780
illustrations, 781–783, 785–787, 926–946
management’s discussion and analysis in, 

863–864, 866
materiality of, 776
modified opinions in, 783–784
other information in, 780
planning of, 776
practitioner’s specialists and internal auditors 

in, 778
pro forma financial information in, 822–832
procedures of, 776–778
reporting in, 781–783, 785–787, 866
requirements, 772–785
restricted use paragraphs in, 783
results evaluation in, 778
scope of, 771–772
subsequent events and facts discovered in, 778
terms of, 772–775
written assertion for, 775–776
written representations in, 778–780, 914–916

review reports, 781–783
international reporting, 951–955
on management’s discussion and analysis, 866
on subject matter, 785–787

reviews, of subsequent events, 313
revision(s)

of audit documentation, 26
in compilation engagements, 886
of financial statements, 314–317
materiality, 129
of risk assessments, 108

risk. See specific types
risk assessment questionnaire, 118–121
risk assessments

with accounting estimates, 282–290, 292–293
in compliance audits, 679
for control risks, 184–185
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risk assessments (continued)
in ERISA plan audits, 443–444
in examination engagements, 742–743
failure to link procedures to, 97
of going concern, 325
in group financial statement audits, 363–364
insufficient, 96
in integrated audits of ICFR, 689
by internal auditors, 386
for internal controls, 107
of material misstatement, 43–48, 107–108
in planning, 183
procedures, 98–105, 282–290, 292–293, 

297–300
related party procedures, 297–303
responses to

in audits of accounting estimates, 284–285
in ERISA plan audits, 443–444
in examination engagements, 743
in group financial statement audits,  

363–364
related party procedures, 302

revision of, 108
standards for group financial statements, 362
substantive procedures based on, 188
to understand internal controls, 103–104

risk- based, top- down evaluation of internal 
controls, 113–115

risk- based approaches to tests of controls,  
141–142

risk factors, fraud. See fraud risk factors
risk of material misstatement

in accounting estimates, 284–285
assessing, 107–108, 284, 302
identifying, 284, 302, 743
and materiality, 126–127
responses to, 43–48, 302
with service organization controls, 849

risk of material noncompliance, 679, 681
risks which substantive procedures alone do not 

provide sufficient appropriate evidence, 
106

rollover approach to prior period misstatements, 
172

Rule 11- 02, Regulation S- X, 625–626 

sample sizes
for internal control testing, 143–145
for statistical sampling, 270–273
for substantive tests, 257, 267–268
for tests of controls, 258, 261–265

samples
for audit sampling, 257
for examination engagements, 744
for substantive test results, 268–269

sampling. See audit sampling; statistical sampling
sampling risk, 265, 269
sampling units, 265, 267
Sarbanes- Oxley Act (SOX), 113–114
SASs (Statements on Auditing Standards). 

See Clarified Statements on Auditing 
Standards

scope
of accounting estimates, 281
of agreed- upon procedures engagements, 790, 

792
of analytical procedures, 241
of attestation engagements, 722–724
of audit documentation, 23
of audit evidence, 175, 182
of audit planning, 89
of audit procedures, 131
of audit sampling, 255
of auditor’s specialists, 397–398
changes in, 847
of communication about internal controls, 79
of communication with those charged with 

governance, 71
of compilation engagements, 883
of compliance attestation, 835–836
of compliance audits, 677
of contractual/regulatory compliance, 567
of direct examination engagements, 762
of emphasis- of- matter paragraphs, 501
of engagement quality control, 15
for entities using service organizations, 161–162
of ERISA plan audits, 442, 455–456
of evaluations of misstatements, 169
of Exempt Offering Documents, 713–714
of external confirmations, 217
of financial reporting framework application 

reporting, 599–600
of financial statement consistency, 515
of financial statement elements, 553
for financial statement preparation, 875
of financial statement reviews, 905–906
for financial statements with reporting 

frameworks generally accepted in another 
country, 593

of fraud in financial statement audits, 35
of going concern considerations, 323–324
of group financial statements, 359–360
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of independent auditors, 1
of initial audit engagements, 233
of integrated audits of ICFR, 687
with interim financial information, 649–650
of internal auditors, 383
of internal audits, 389, 390
for international reporting issues, 947–948
of key audit matters communication, 433–434
of laws and regulations in financial statement 

audits, 65
and letters for underwriters, 605
of management’s discussion and analysis, 861
of omitted procedures after report date, 353
of opening balances, 233
of opinion modifications, 477
of other information, 519
of other- matter paragraphs, 501
of performance materiality, 125
of pro forma financial information, 821–822, 957
of prospective financial information, 807
of reaudits, 233
of related parties, 295
of reporting on financial statements, 407
of required supplementary information, 533
of restricted- use reports, 585
of review engagements, 771–772
of Securities Act of 1933 filings, 643
of service organization controls, 845–846
of single financial statements, 553
with single financial statements and specific 

elements, 555
of special purpose frameworks, 539
of SSARS engagements, 869
of subsequent events or discovered facts, 309
in summary financial statement reporting, 575
of supplementary information, 525
of terms of engagement, 7
of understanding entity and environment, 95
of written representations, 339

scope limitations
audit, 9
examination engagement, 760
of litigation not investigated by lawyer, 211
modified opinion, 479–480
for reports on pro forma financial information, 

832–834
Securities Act of 1933, 212
Securities Act of 1933 filings, 643–647

accountant’s responsibilities, 644
comfort letters for, 618–620
illustrations, 647

interim financial information, 644, 646–647
requirements, 644–647
scope of, 643
subsequent events, 644–647
subsequently discovered facts, 646–647

security(- ies)
audit design with, 187
audit evidence of investments in, 182–194
completeness assertion for, 188
control identification and testing, 187
control risks for, 184–185
illustrations, 193–194
inherent risks with, 183–184
risk assessment in planning for, 183
in service organizations, 185–187
special skill required for audit of, 192
substantive procedures for, 188
valuation of, 188–191

segment reporting, 214–215
separate reports

on contractual/regulatory compliance, 568–574
on internal controls, 682–683
restricted- use, 587
supplementary information in, 530–531

service auditors, 164–168
service organization controls, 845–860

communication about, 858
criteria suitability for, 848–849
design of, 850
deviations in, 850–851
engagement scope changes related to, 847
illustrations, 858–860
for management and those charged with 

governance, 847
management description of, 849–850
materiality of, 849
modified opinions on, 857–858
obtaining evidence of, 849–850
operating effectiveness, 850
other matters in reports on, 856–857
preconditions for reviews of, 847
reliability of entity’s information on, 850
requirements, 847–858
scope of, 845–846
and subsequent events, 851
type 1 reports, 858–860
type 2 reports, 852–857
and understanding service organization’s 

system, 849
written assertions about, 848
written representations on, 851–852
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service organizations. See also entities using 
service organizations

assertions by, 848
in integrated audits of ICFR, 700
management’s description of system used by, 

849–850
securities and derivatives investments in, 

185–187
services, related to single financial statements, 554
shared activities, 143
shelf registrations, 608–609
short- form registration filing, 622–624
short- form representation letters, 665–666
signature

on ERISA plan auditor’s report, 452
on written representations, 342–343

significant accounts, for integrated audit  
of ICFR, 691

significant assumptions, testing, 290
significant components

financial statement review reports on, 944–945
interim financial information review reports on, 

670–671
significant deficiencies

in interim financial information, 660
in internal controls, 83–86

significant factors in planning, 93–94
significant findings, 25, 74–75
significant risks, 97, 105–106
significant unusual transactions, 47–48
single financial statements, 553–566

auditor’s report on, 555–556
examples, 554
in financial reporting framework, 554
GAAS- compliant audits of, 554
with general purpose frameworks, 557–558
illustrations, 556–560
interpretations, 556
materiality and scope of, 555
requirements, 554–556
scope of, 553
with special purpose frameworks, 558–560

single- year financial statements
audit reports on, 419–421, 424–428
review reports on, 940–942, 945–946

skepticism, 4–5, 37, 728, 908
small-  and medium- sized entities, 900–902
small clients, 344–345
small populations, statistical sampling with, 272
solvency, in attestation engagements, 728
SOX (Sarbanes- Oxley Act), 113–114

special purpose frameworks, 539–551
auditor’s responsibilities in, 540
cash basis, 542–543
in compilation engagements, 900–902
compilation reports using, 888–889
contractual basis, 549–551
for financial statement elements, 562–564
in financial statement reviews, 918–919
forming opinions in, 540–541
illustrations, 541–551
preconditions for an audit, 540
regulatory basis, 545–549
requirements, 540–541
scope of, 539
single financial statements with, 558–560
standard report components, 540–541
tax basis, 543–545

specialists. See also auditor’s specialists; 
practitioner’s specialists

extent of involvement for, 91
legal, 401–402
management’s, 215

specific amounts, misstatements of, 481
specific assertions, 150–160. See also assertions
specific procedures, for required supplementary 

information, 537
specified parties

adding, to agreed- upon procedures 
engagements, 797

adding, to restricted- use reports, 587
compliance attestation, 842
restricting examination report to, 758
restricting review reports to, 785–786

SSAE (Statements on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements). See Clarified Statements 
on Standards for Attestation Engagements 
(AT- C)

SSARS engagements, 869–873
objectives and limitations, 870
preconditions for, 872–873
professional responsibilities, 870–871
quality control, 871
requirements, 870–873
scope of, 869

SSARSs. See Statements on Standards for 
Accounting and Review Services

staff, instructions from internal auditors to, 390. 
See also employees

standard reports
financial statement consistency in, 516
on prospective financial information, 817–818
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requirements, 409–412
on special purpose financial statements, 

540–541
standardization, of audit documentation, 26–27
statement of cash flows. See cash flow statements
statements of changes in stockholders’ equity, 

497–499
statements of independence, auditor’s specialists, 

405–406
statements of investment performance statistics, 

729–730, 799–800
Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs). 

See Clarified Statements on Auditing 
Standards

Statements on Standards for Accounting and 
Review Services (SSARSs)

AR- C 60, 869–873
AR- C 70, 875–882
AR- C 80, 883–904
AR- C 90, 905–946
AR- C 100, 947–955
AR- C 120, 957–962

Statements on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements (SSAE). See Clarified 
Statements on Standards for Attestation 
Engagements (AT- C)

statistical formula, substantive test  
results vs., 268

statistical sampling, 144–145, 270–279
confidence limits, 273–279
equal- probability, 274–279
risk and confidence, 273
sample sizes, 270–273
substantive tests, 273–274

statistical tables, substantive test results vs., 268
statistics, in letters for underwriters, 614–616, 

627–631
stratification, sampling, 257
subject matter

examination reports on, 755, 757–760
review reports on, 781–783, 785–787

subsequent changes, letters for underwriters with, 
614

subsequent events, 309–321
accounting considerations with, 313
and accounting estimates, 285–286
audit procedures, 311–313
in compliance audits, 680
definition, 310
in examination engagements, 746
in financial statement reviews, 920–921

in going concern considerations, 326
illustrations, 318–321
in integrated audits of ICFR, 699
and interim financial information, 659
reissuing of reports due to, 317–318
requirements, 311–318
in review engagements, 778
scope of, 309
for Securities Act of 1933 filings,  

644–647
and service organization controls, 851
types of, 311
written representations for, 342

subsequent events checklist, 318–321
subsequent payments, 231
subsequent period audit documentation

going concern considerations in, 335
omitted procedures in, 357

subsequent transactions, accounting estimates, 
285–286

subsequent years, tests of controls  
from, 693

subsequently discovered facts, 309–321
definition, 310
in examination engagements, 746
in financial statement reviews, 920–921
illustrations, 318–321
in interim financial information reviews, 660
known after report release date, 315–317
known before report release date, 314–315
reissuing of reports due to, 317–318
requirements, 311–318
in review engagements, 778
scope of, 309
for Securities Act of 1933 filings, 646–647

subsequently discovered matters, in letters for 
underwriters, 616

substantial doubt
about going concern considerations,  

333, 664
in internal financial information reviews, 

675–676
substantive procedures (substantive tests)

analytical procedures as, 242, 248–249
audit procedures, 135–136
by internal auditors, 386
nonstatistical sampling for, 266–269
sample sizes for, 257
with securities and derivatives investments,  

188, 194
statistical sampling for, 273–274
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substitutes, omitted procedures without, 354
successor auditors. See also initial audit 

engagements (initial engagements); 
reaudits (reaudit engagements)

acknowledgment letters from, 238–240
interim financial information reviews by, 

671–672
sufficiency

of audit documentation, 24–25
of audit evidence

in ERISA plan audits, 474–476
evaluating, 137
general guides, 177
opinion modifications, 479–480, 489–495

suitable criteria, 848–849
summary, of external confirmation results, 225–226
summary financial statements, 575–584

adverse opinions on, 582–584
auditor association, 579
auditor’s reports, 576–577
basis of accounting, 578
engagement acceptance related to, 576
illustrations, 579–584
information in documents containing, 579
procedures, 576
qualified opinions on, 581–582
requirements, 576–579
restrictions on use, 578
scope, 575
unaudited information in, 578
unmodified opinions on, 579–582
written representations, 576–577

supervision, 19, 42
supplementary audit standards, for compliance 

audits, 680
supplementary information. See also required 

supplementary information
in compilation reports, 890–891, 903–904
in ERISA plan audits, 459–463
in financial statement reviews, 920–925
in relation to financial statements, 525–531

auditor’s report, 527, 529–530
conditions, 526
illustrations, 528–531
interpretations, 528
management’s responsibilities, 526
opinion, 528
procedures, 526–527
requirements, 526–528
scope of, 525
separate reports, 530–531

sustainability, of financial statements, 414
systematic and disciplined approach to internal 

audits, 387
systematic random sampling, 261 

tables, in letters for underwriters, 614–616, 627–631
tax basis of accounting

compilation engagements involving,  
897–899, 901

reviewing financial statements with, 935–937, 
941–942

special purpose financial statements  
with, 543–545

tax status, of retirement plans, 444
telephone calls, for external confirmations, 225
terms of engagement, 7–14

acceptance of, 8–11
for agreed- upon procedures engagements, 

791–793
for attestation engagements, 726
for direct examination engagements, 764
for examination engagements, 738–741
with financial statements with reporting 

frameworks generally accepted in  
another country, 594

illustration, 12–14
for preparation engagements, 879
requirements, 8–11
for review engagements, 772–775
scope of, 7

testing periods, for substantive tests, 267
testing procedures, for accounting estimates, 285
tests of controls, 141–145. See also internal 

control(s)
activity- level, 143
combination, 142
evaluating results of, 150–151
evaluation of design vs., 102
in examination engagements, 743
in integrated audits of ICFR, 692–693
for investments, 187
nonstatistical sampling for, 261–266
in response to assessed risks, 133–135
sample sizes for, 258

theft risk, 106
third parties

compilation engagements with restrictions from, 
889–890

due diligence services from, 798–799
financial support by, 332
inventory held by, 196
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those charged with governance
audit planning with, 90
communication with, 71–77, 387, 389

about going concern considerations, 334–335
about possible fraud, 50–53
about review engagements, 911
communication process, 75–76
in ERISA plan audits, 445
on interim financial information, 659–660
by internal auditors, 387, 389
matters to be communicated, 72–75
qualitative aspects of, 76–77
scope of, 71

determination, 72
fraud inquiries, 39
interim financial information communications, 

659–660
service organization controls, 847

timing
of audit procedures, 43
of audits, 73, 93, 94
of communication with those charged with 

governance, 76
for external confirmation requests, 220–221
of interim financial information reviews, 657
of internal control issues notification, 82
of internal control tests, 142
of inventory observation, 196, 197
of substantive procedures, 136
of tests of controls, 134–135, 693

titles, of ERISA plan auditor’s report, 449, 455
tolerable misstatements, 268
tolerable rates of error, 144–145
top- down approach to integrated audit of ICFR, 

690–692
top- down evaluation of internal controls, 113–115
training, for examination of prospective financial 

statements, 809
transactions

economic dependence created by, 299–300
no- charge, 299
related- party, 297–303
selected, external confirmations of, 231–232
significant unusual, 47–48
subsequent, 285–286
tests of, 144, 149–150

trend analysis, 245–246
type 1 reports (reports on management’s 

description of a service organization’s 
system and the suitability of the design of 
controls), 164, 858–860

type 2 reports (reports on management’s description 
of a service organization’s system and 
the suitability of the design and operating 
effectiveness of controls), 165, 852–857

typical fraudster, 36–37 

unacceptable attorney response, 210
unaudited financial statements, 646–647
unaudited information

in letters for underwriters, 612–613
in summary financial statements, 578

unavailable minutes, meeting, 313
uncertainty, emphasis- of- matter paragraphs due to, 

504–505, 511–513
unconditional requirements, 5, 870
uncorrected misstatements, 171
underwriters

communications with, 607
letters for, 605–642

1933 Act offerings, 618–620
alternate wording, 632–638, 641–642
capsule financial information, 632–634
decreases in specified financial statement 

items, 634–635
departures from SEC requirements, 632
drafts, 607–608
emphasis- of- matter paragraphs, 631–632
engagement acceptance, 607
financial forecasts, 627
format and content, 608–611
group financial statements, 608, 632
illustrations, 617–642
information not in audited financial 

statements, 612–616
interim financial information, 635–638
management’s discussion and analysis 

reviews, 641–642
non- 1933 Act offerings, 620–622
other matters, 616
under other standards, 609
pro forma financial information, 625–627
reaffirmations of comments, 624–625
reports to other parties, 607
representation letters, 607
requirements, 607–616
scope, 605
shelf registrations, 608–609
short- form registration filing incorporating 

previous 8- K filing by reference, 622–624
tables, statistics and other financial 

information, 627–631
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undisclosed related parties, 302–303
unexamined items, sampling, 257
unexpected responses, to external confirmations, 

225–226
unidentified related parties, 302–303
unincorporated entities, 411
United States

financial statements with reporting frameworks 
generally accepted in another country for 
use in, 597–598

generally accepted accounting principles in. See 
US GAAP

reporting intended for use in, 950, 953–954
reporting intended for use outside, 949–955

unmodified conclusions, financial statement 
reviews with, 916

unmodified opinions
audit reports with, 235–237
in compliance attestation, 840–841
in examination reports, 749–751, 755–758
on financial statements, 708–710
on internal control over financial reporting, 

701–702, 706–710
on pro forma financial information, 825–832
in reports with modified opinions, 495–499
in review reports, 781–783, 785–786
in summary financial statement reporting, 

579–582
on supplementary information, 529, 530

unrealized appreciation and depreciation, 191
unreliable representations

in examination engagements, 748
in review engagements, 780

unresolved doubts
about compliance, 925
about required supplementary information, 535, 

537–538
unused documents, 265
unusual transactions, 47–48
updates, to representation letters, 351–352
US GAAP (generally accepted accounting 

principles in United States of America)
compilation engagements for statements 

prepared under, 893–897, 900, 902, 903
departures from, 903, 943–944
financial statement preparation in accordance 

with, 880–882
reports on consolidated statements prepared 

under, 415–419, 421–424, 428–431
reviews of financial statements prepared under, 

933–935, 939–943, 945–946

US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
compliance of letters to underwriters with, 611
departures from requirements of, in letters for 

underwriters, 632
Securities Act of 1933 filings with. See 

Securities Act of 1933 filings 

valuation
of management’s intent and ability, 286
of securities and derivatives, 188–191

valuation methods, for accounting estimates, 286
valuation model testing, 290
variability, substantive test populations, 268
variables

for equal- probability sampling, 276–279
for regression analysis, 247

voided documents, 265
voluntary information, 292 

waivers, for noncompliance, 571–572
warehouses, inventories in, 205
working papers. See audit documentation
workpapers. See audit documentation
written assertions

for attestation engagements, 722–724
for examination engagements, 741–742, 837
on pro forma financial information, 824
on prospective financial information, 809
for review engagements, 775–776
on service organization controls, 848

written communication
access to audit documentation, 30–33
in integrated audit of ICFR, 710–711

written representations, 339–352
of accounting estimate tests, 292
addressing and dating, 342
in agreed- upon procedures engagements, 

794–795
and auditor’s relationship with small/nonpublic 

clients, 344–345
completeness of information in, 341
in compliance attestation, 838
in compliance audits, 680
in direct examination engagements, 765–767
doubt about reliability of, 343
in ERISA plan audits, 446–447
in examination engagements, 746–748
failure to provide, 748, 780
in financial statement reviews, 914–916
of financial statements, 340–341
fraud in, 341
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on going concern considerations, 332
illustrations, 345–352
on interim financial information, 657–659, 

664–668
on materiality, 342
obtaining, 340
on pro forma financial information, 824
on prospective financial information, 811
provided by responsible parties, 784
recognition, measurement, and disclosure of, 

341–342
reliance on, 340
in representation letters, 342–343
requested letter not provided, 343

requirements, 340–344
restricting use of. See restricted- use reports
in review engagements, 778–780
scope of, 339
of service organization controls, 851–852
signatures on, 342–343
specific, 347–351
subsequent events, 342
on subsequent events, 312
on summary financial statements, 576–577
supplementary information in, 526
tailoring, 342 

year- end evaluations, 221, 830–832
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